A Double-Blind Placebo-Controlled Crossover Trial of Intravenous Magnesium Sulfate for Foscarnet-Induced Ionized Hypocalcemia and Hypomagnesemia in Patients with AIDS and Cytomegalovirus Infection
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Foscarnet (trisodium phosphonoformate hexahydrate) is an antiviral agent used to treat cytomegalovirus disease in immunocompromised patients. One common side effect is acute ionized hypocalcemia and hypomagnesemia following intravenous administration. Foscarnet-induced ionized hypomagnesemia might contribute to ionized hypocalcemia by impairing excretion of preformed parathyroid hormone (PTH) or by producing target organ resistance. Prevention of ionized hypomagnesemia following foscarnet administration could blunt the development of ionized hypocalcemia. To determine whether intravenous magnesium ameliorates the decline in ionized calcium and/or magnesium following foscarnet infusions, MgSO4 at doses of 1, 2, and 3 g was administered in a double-blind, placebo-controlled, randomized, crossover trial to 12 patients with AIDS and cytomegalovirus disease. Overall, increasing doses of MgSO4 reduced or eliminated foscarnet-induced acute ionized hypomagnesemia. Supplementation, however, had no discernible effect on foscarnet-induced ionized hypocalcemia despite significant increases in serum PTH levels. No dose-related, clinically significant adverse events were found, suggesting that intravenous supplementation with up to 3 g of MgSO4 was safe in this chronically ill population. Since parenteral MgSO4 did not alter foscarnet-induced ionized hypomagnesemia or symptoms associated with foscarnet, routine intravenous supplementation for patients with normal serum magnesium levels is not recommended during treatment with foscarnet.
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reduce serum calcium through enhanced urinary excretion and by shifting calcium into cells (2, 20). We examined these relationships by intravenously infusing various doses of MgSO4 into patients with AIDS and active CMV disease who were receiving foscarnet. Acute changes in ionized blood magnesium (iMg2+) and iCa2+ were then observed. PTH levels were assayed to determine what effect, if any, MgSO4 has on parathyroid function; other side effects associated with foscarnet administration were tabulated (7; Dohin et al., Int. Conf. AIDS, 1993). Finally, this study addressed the safety of intravenous MgSO4 in this chronically ill population.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study subjects. Patients with AIDS, active CMV infection, and Karnofsky performance status scores of ≥70 were recruited into the study, which was approved by the University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Institutional Review Board. Patient recruitment occurred between March 1995 and January 1997. Patients were excluded if they were receiving potentially nephrotoxic drugs (e.g., aminoglycosides, amphotericin B, or pentamidine), were volume depleted, or were taking magnesium or calcium supplements. A total of 27 patients were screened, and 12 were enrolled in the trial. One patient was enrolled twice, having been removed initially because of a protocol violation. Reasons for nonparticipation among screened patients included refusal (n = 9), a Karnofsky score of <70 (n = 3), inadequate venous access (n = 1), elevated serum creatinine (n = 1), inability to give consent (n = 1), and therapy with amphotericin B (n = 1).

The 12 enrolled patients were all male, with a mean age (± standard deviation) of 35.4 ± 7.6 years and a mean weight of 68.1 ± 11.6 kg. The mean duration of AIDS at time of enrollment was 2.8 ± 1.4 years. Subjects were Caucasian (n = 9), Native American (n = 2), and black (n = 1). Sites of CMV infection included the retina (n = 8), esophagus (n = 2), stomach (n = 1), and adrenal gland (n = 1). Baseline serum magnesium was normal for all patients except one, who had a level of 1.3 mg/dl. Baseline serum calcium, phosphate, and creatinine were normal for all patients. No patient had a prior history of heart block, rhythm abnormality, or prolonged QT interval.

Study design. This pilot study was a double-blind, placebo-controlled, randomized, crossover, dose-ranging trial that compared the efficacy of three doses of MgSO4 in moderating the fall in iCa2+ and iMg2+ concentrations following foscarnet infusions. Patients were studied during four consecutive morning infusions of foscarnet. MgSO4 in 500 ml of normal saline, at doses of 1.2, or 1 g or a placebo (normal saline alone) was administered over 60 min just prior to foscarnet infusion. Hydration prior to evening foscarnet doses consisted of 500 ml of normal saline infused over 60 min. A 24-h washout period between MgSO4 and placebo doses was considered adequate since the half-life of intravenously administered magnesium is short, with nearly all of an administered dose excreted within 4 to 8 h (33). To reduce further the possibility of carryover bias, the sequence of treatments was based on three four-by-four Latin squares. This design was selected so that first-order residual (i.e., carryover) effects could be balanced for the entire study (25). Accordingly, dosing sequences for MgSO4 and placebo differed for each patient (Table 1). Patients failing to complete all assigned doses of MgSO4 or placebo were to be replaced by others in the same sequence group until 12 patients had been recruited.

Randomization codes were supplied by Astra USA, Inc. (Westborough, Mass.), retained by a study pharmacist, and masked from investigators and patients. No codes were broken during the study. Foscarnet was administered for a total of eight doses at 90 mg/kg of body weight over 90 min every 12 h. Prior to infusing study drugs, a 12-h urine collection for determination of creatinine clearance was performed and foscarnet doses were adjusted based on these results (18). All infusions were performed via central venous catheters.

Clinical assessments. On each day of study drug infusion, vital signs, symptoms, and electrocardiograms were monitored. Blood pressure and heart rate were monitored every 15 min during MgSO4 (or placebo) and foscarnet infusions. A symptom questionnaire was administered prior to, during, and following morning foscarnet doses. Symptoms of nausea, numbness of fingers or lips, twitching or spasms of muscles, anxiety or nervousness, headache, flushing, and fatigue were recorded using a four-point scale (0 = none and 3 = severe). Adverse events spontaneously reported by subjects or observed by investigators were also recorded. Twelve-lead electrocardiograms were performed prior to enrollment and again on each study day prior to and following MgSO4 or placebo doses and following morning foscarnet doses. All enrolled subjects were included in the safety tabulations.

Blood was collected on each study day prior to and immediately following MgSO4 or placebo doses and at 0.16, 0.5, and 3.5 h following foscarnet infusion. Hematocrit, sodium, potassium, iMg2+, iCa2+, and pH were immediately assayed at the bedside using a NOVA 8 analyzer (NOVA Biomedical, Waltham, Mass.). This analyzer utilizes ion-selective calcium and magnesium electrodes (24) and directly determines serum Mg2+ and Ca2+ concentrations in whole blood (1). Total serum calcium, magnesium, and phosphate were determined within 2 h using an automated chemistry analyzer (RSD; Dade, Miami, Fla.). Each morning on study days, serum creatinine was also measured with a Dade RlsD chelated analyzer. An automated determination of human intact PTH was performed using a radioisotopic assay on serum stored at −20°C (Nichols Institute Diagnostics, San Juan Capistrano, Calif.). Posttreatment serum chemistries and blood counts were determined within 4 days of finishing the study.

Statistical analysis. Selection of the sample size of 12 was based on variability of blood pressure and heart rate data from previous studies where the standard deviations for iMg2+ and iCa2+ concentrations at the end of foscarnet infusion were 0.11 and 0.22 mmol/liter, respectively (data on file at Astra USA). Assuming mean reductions of 0.26 and 0.16 mmol/liter for iMg2+ and iCa2+, respectively, following placebo administration and a modest correlation (0.20) between pre- and post-foscarnet infusion values, a sample size of 12 was calculated as providing at least an 80% chance of detecting a difference from placebo if the decline in iMg2+ and/or iCa2+ was abrogated by any of the MgSO4 doses. These considerations were based on a t test for pairwise comparisons with a level of significance of 0.05. Treatments were compared using analysis of covariance for each of the three post-foscarnet infusion times. Magnesium and placebo doses were each considered individual treatments. For laboratory parameters, PROC MIXED (version 6.12; SAS, Cary, N.C.) was used to analyze treatment-related differences from baseline at each post-foscarnet infusion time. The model included pretreatment baseline values as covariates, with baseline data centered prior to inclusion in the model. Treatments were analyzed both by using doses as individual treatments, with all pairwise comparisons tested, and by using regression analysis on the dose levels. Adjustments were not made for multiple comparisons. Results were considered significant at a P value of <0.05.

RESULTS

Magnesium. Treatment groups that were administered MgSO4 prior to morning infusion of foscarnet experienced a dose-related increase in mean total serum magnesium and iMg2+ levels (Fig. 1). Decreases in serum magnesium levels occurred following foscarnet infusion in a dose-related manner. Following infusion, serum magnesium levels gradually declined toward baseline over 3.5 h, but levels remained elevated in all three active-dose groups.

Levels of iMg2+ dropped abruptly during infusion for all dose groups, so that each dose group achieved a mean value either just below (with the 3-g dose) or more substantially below the baseline by the end of foscarnet infusion. Treatment differences for the changes from baseline in mean iMg2+ concentration among the four groups were highly significant (P < 0.001) and dose related (P < 0.001). All treatment groups had similar average rates of increase in iMg2+ concentration during the 3.5 h after foscarnet infusion. In a dose-dependent manner, each MgSO4 treatment significantly (P < 0.001) reduced the magnitude of foscarnet-induced ionized hypomagnesemia at each post-foscarnet infusion assessment. By the final assesse...
ment, all active dose groups had recovered or nearly recovered to the baseline level.

**Calcium.** Mean total serum calcium values showed a slight drop after infusion of MgSO$_4$ or placebo (Fig. 2). This decrease was maintained throughout the period of observation and likely reflected the hydration given before foscarnet infusion. With respect to iCa$^{2+}$, all treatment groups experienced a little change due to pre-foscarnet infusion hydration, followed by a substantial decrease after foscarnet infusion. At the completion of the morning foscarnet infusions, low iCa$^{2+}$ values gradually recovered but remained similar for all groups and were still below baseline after 3.5 h. No significant differences were observed among treatment or placebo groups at any assessment time.

**PTH.** MgSO$_4$ supplementation had no discernible effect on mean PTH levels prior to foscarnet infusion (Fig. 3). Compared to placebo, MgSO$_4$ administration increased mean PTH levels post-foscarnet infusion for all treatment groups ($P < 0.02$). At the immediate post-foscarnet infusion time, the placebo group mean was lower than the mean for each of the other dose groups, but the 2-g group showed greater increases in PTH than either the 1- or 3-g group, suggesting a lack of true dose-response effect. At 1.5 h and 3.5 h post-foscarnet infusion, the overall test for treatment differences and linear trends did not show significance ($P > 0.05$). The comparisons between the 2-g and placebo groups at these times, however, continued to show significance ($P = 0.05$ and 0.02, respectively). These data indicate that MgSO$_4$ facilitated release of pre-formed PTH from the parathyroid gland.

**Other laboratory values.** MgSO$_4$ doses had no observable effects on plasma sodium level, hematocrit, or pH (data not shown). A trend toward a lower plasma phosphate level was found at each of the three measurement intervals following foscarnet infusion. Similarly, a trend toward a lower plasma potassium level was found, but only at the 1.5- and 3.5-h postinfusion times. Changes from baseline were not statistically significantly different among the MgSO$_4$ dose groups at any postinfusion assessment time for either phosphate or potassium (data not shown).

**Other clinical parameters.** Symptoms associated with hypocalcemia and/or hypomagnesemia were assessed prior to,
or MgSO4 infusion. No subject was discontinued from treat-
ment due to an adverse event. Two serious adverse events occurred during the study. One subject developed acute renal insufficiency which resolved after foscarnet infusion (32 and 22 ms). No significant trends in QTc intervals were slightly prolonged for only two subjects following foscarnet infusion at higher doses of MgSO4 compared to baseline, placebo, or treatment with 1 g of MgSO4 (0% versus 8 to 17%). Adverse events reported by three or more individuals at one or more visits included nausea (7 of 12 [58%]), headache (5 of 12 [42%]), tachycardia (3 of 12 [25%]), and dizziness (3 of 12 [25%]). Electrocardiograms detected no clinically significant dys-
rhythmias at any MgSO4 dose. Compared to baseline, QTc intervals were slightly prolonged for only two subjects following foscarnet infusion (32 and 22 ms). No significant trends were noted for blood pressure, pulse, temperature, respiration, or body weight (data not shown).

Two serious adverse events occurred during the study. One subject developed acute renal insufficiency which resolved after 2 weeks. During the protocol, the subject had developed a central line infection that led to nausea, volume depletion, and fever, all of which likely helped precipitate foscarnet-induced renal insufficiency. Another subject died from disseminated febrile neutropenia associated with foscarnet infusion, routine supplementation in patients with normal serum magnesium levels cannot be recommended during treatment with foscarnet.

Foscarnet is indicated for the treatment of immunocompro-
mised patients with CMV or acyclovir-resistant mucocutane-
ous herpes simplex virus disease (19, 27, 28, 32). Nephrotoxicity and electrolyte abnormalities are the most common adverse side effects associated with its use. In this study only a single case of reversible nephrotoxicity occurred among the 12 subjects (8%). This percentage is comparable to the 15 to 20% incidence of nephrotoxicity per year reported in a recent large controlled trial (35). Electrolyte abnormalities following fos-

**DISCUSSION**

Magnesium is the fourth most abundant cation in the body and an essential cofactor in numerous cellular reactions (14, 38). Magnesium exists in blood in an ionized form (55%), complexed to anions such as phosphate, bicarbonate, and citrate (15%), and bound to proteins (30%). Unlike calcium, magnesium homeostasis is regulated not by hormones but instead through the direct actions of nephrons in the kidney (29, 38). Hypomagnesemia is a common side effect of selected drugs such as foscarnet, but other causes include poor oral intake, gastrointestinal losses, kidney disease, and redistribution following trauma, burns, and cardiopulmonary bypass (14, 38). Short- and long-term clinical manifestations of magnesium depletion include muscular spasms, seizures, vertigo, ataxia, weakness, depression, electrocardiogram changes (e.g., widened QRS complex or prolonged PR interval), osteoporosis, osteomalacia, and atherosclerosis (38).

As a therapeutic agent, magnesium is used as an anticonvul-
sant and potent vasodilator. It has been used for prophylaxis and therapy in a variety of cardiovascular disorders, for treat-
ment of preeclampsia and eclampsia, and to treat stroke (4, 14). Extensive clinical use has confirmed the safety of rapid administra-
tion of large doses of MgSO4. Typically, only small decreases in blood pressure are seen (14, 37), although hypertension, decreased respiration, vomiting, neuromuscular blockade, and coma have been reported (14, 30, 37).

This double-blind, placebo-controlled, randomized, cross-
over study sought to establish the efficacy of parenterally administered MgSO4, included with the hydration before fos-
carnet infusion, in preventing foscarnet-induced ionized hy-
pocalcemia and ionized hypomagnesemia and symptoms. The study population consisted of 12 patients with AIDS, fair-to-
good functional status, and active CMV disease. Overall, doses of MgSO4 reduced or eliminated foscarnet-induced acute ion-
ized hypomagnesemia. Supplementation, however, had no dis-
cernible effect on foscarnet-induced ionized hypocalcemia de-
spite a greater increase in serum PTH levels. The lack of effect of higher PTH levels on the fall in iCa2+ is unexplained. Per-
haps there are direct or indirect effects of foscarnet, human immunodeficiency virus, or CMV on bone osteoclasts that are yet to be identified, or possibly higher PTH levels were not sustained long enough to mobilize skeletal calcium. Alternatively, a direct hypocalcemic action of magnesium infusion may have offset the influence of higher PTH levels (2, 20).

MgSO4 at doses up to 3 g were generally well tolerated. No associations were detected among any MgSO4 dose and the incidence of any recorded symptoms. Significant blood pressure, pulse, or electrocardiogram changes were not noted. The lack of significant adverse events following MgSO4 infusions is consistent with other reports for patients having received equally large or larger doses of parenteral MgSO4 (4, 14). Although there was a trend toward more nervous system dis-
orders associated with the groups receiving the higher doses of MgSO4, these signs and symptoms were associated with infusions of foscarnet, not MgSO4. These signs and symptoms are normally associated with hypocalcemia and not with hypermagnesemia or administration of MgSO4. Since parenteral MgSO4 did not alter the hypocalcemia or symptoms associated with foscarnet infusion, routine supplementation in patients with normal serum magnesium levels cannot be recommended during treatment with foscarnet.
carnet infusion include acute ionized hypocalcemia and hypomagnesemia, hypokalemia, and hypo- or hyperphosphatemia. While these changes are often self-limited, serious adverse sequelae can occur, including seizures, arrhythmias, paresthesias, and changes in the sensorium (13, 17, 18, 24, 34; Youple et al., Letter). In this study foscarnet-associated symptoms were infrequent, and MgSO₄ appeared to be of no benefit in preventing them.

Several limitations should be considered while interpreting these data. First, this study was short-term, lasting only for 4 days. Long-term effects of parenteral MgSO₄ administration on blood calcium, magnesium, or PTH levels cannot be inferred from these data. Second, the failure to detect any effect of MgSO₄ on the fall in iCa²⁺ concentrations following foscarnet infusion was perhaps due to inadequate dosing. Other studies have used substantially higher MgSO₄ doses to achieve >3-fold increases in blood magnesium concentrations compared to baseline values (14, 16, 37). The maximal dose of MgSO₄ used in this study, however, did not quite double the mean serum magnesium concentrations (Fig. 1). Any concern for inadequate dosing should be considered in light of the fact that the 3-g MgSO₄ dose returned post-foscarnet infusion iMg²⁺ levels to baseline values, and maximal rises in PTH occurred with the 2-g but not 3-g doses of MgSO₄.

Latin square designs for crossover studies, while attractive because of their inherent efficiency, have potential limitations (25). This method permits studies using relatively few subjects. A parallel-group design for three doses of MgSO₄ and placebo most likely would have required at least 48 subjects. Recruitment of this number of patients with AIDS and active CMV infection would have required screening at least 100 subjects in a multicenter trial. Instead, the Latin square crossover design allowed a pilot study to be completed at one center in a short time frame. This crossover design assumes the dose sequence for MgSO₄ and placebo does not in and of itself produce significant effects. This assumption was considered valid because washout intervals between MgSO₄ doses were expected to be short in patients with normal renal function, due to rapid clearance of intravenous magnesium. The return of magnesium, calcium, and PTH levels to baseline each morning before subsequent MgSO₄ or placebo doses supported this notion. Subjects’ medical conditions while on treatment are a potential confounder in this analysis. The influence of medical condition on outcome measures could present a serious problem in interpretation if this were a parallel study in which levels of underlying disease were not uniformly distributed across treatment groups. Using the Latin square design over a short (4-day) period, the underlying medical condition of each subject is likely to have been essentially the same during exposure to each treatment. Indeed, only one subject who developed renal insufficiency on the protocol had a significant change in medical condition during the course of the study.

The infusion of MgSO₄ modulated the hypomagnesemic effect of foscarnet in a dose-dependent manner. MgSO₄ also increased mean PTH levels, apparently restoring the sensitivity of parathyroid cells to the ionized hypocalcemic stimulus, but not in a dose-related fashion. Despite these findings, supplementation with MgSO₄ at these doses had no discernible effect on acute ionized hypocalcemia induced by foscarnet. No dose-related, clinically significant adverse events were found, suggesting that intravenous supplementation of magnesium sulfate at doses up to 3 g over 1 h is safe in this chronically ill population. However, given the lack of benefit of parenteral MgSO₄ in reducing ionized hypocalcemia or symptoms associated with foscarnet infusion, routine supplementation in individuals who have normal serum magnesium levels cannot be recommended. Given the difficulty of administering parenteral calcium, further studies using combinations of oral calcium, magnesium, and vitamin D are needed to identify regimens that might minimize ionized hypomagnesaemia and hypocalcemia following foscarnet infusion.
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